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	Leadership vs. Management
	Personality Traits of Leaders
	Leadership Competencies
	Final Points on Enhancing Your Leadership
	 When trying to develop new or creative approaches to a practice group challenge or “pain point” with highly skeptical individuals, brainstorming techniques that require the setting aside of “black hat” thinking10F  are recommended. For example, such...
	 It is important to illustrate to highly urgent lawyers how time for planning sessions will enhance client relationships, help ensure practice group differentiation and success, improve group profitability, or result in other tangible outcomes. This ...
	 The fewer highly autonomous lawyers in a practice group project team, the better.
	 Where possible, time or other limits should be placed on certain analysis or discussion sessions to avoid paralysis and push to “get more evidence” when working with lawyers who are very high on abstract reasoning.
	 Pairing the right personality for the right roles on a group project is important. For example, not every lawyer fits the stereotype; some are higher on sociability or lower on autonomy (and likely already seen as great team players in the organizat...
	 Lawyers found at the extremes of the traits mentioned above may never “get it” and may need to be managed carefully.
	 Group project teams or subgroups should be balanced with “personality diversity,” much like the organization does with other kinds of diversity. For example, a team should not consist entirely of “off the chart” skeptics because such a situation wou...
	 In an ideal world, lawyers should be taught how to adapt—for example, to be skeptical when advocating for a client but to shift to a more trusting mindset when participating in an internal practice group meeting.
	1. POSITION SUMMARY
	2. SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES
	Leadership, Direction, and Planning
	Communication
	A. Establish and maintain clear and consistent lines of communication with all Practice Group members regarding all aspects of the Group, Department (if applicable), and Firm.
	B. Maintain similar communication with other Practice Group Leaders, Department Leaders, and Office Managing Partners (particularly OMPs for offices where the Group has lawyers resident.)
	C. Hold at least monthly Practice Group meetings of all lawyers (and paralegals if applicable and appropriate).

	Integration
	A. Ensure that all lawyers in the Practice Group are integrated across offices, with special attention to the smooth transition for laterals into the Practice Group.
	B. Conduct regular visits to all offices where a significant number of the Group’s lawyers are residents.

	Firm and Group Strategic Planning
	A. Provide Practice Group intelligence to firm management and/or Department Leaders to assist in their role in shaping the Firm’s strategic direction.
	B. Develop (in consultation with the group) a business plan for the group that is consistent with Firm strategies.
	C. Work with Practice Group members on the personal development planning process.  Provide counsel to set reasonable goals, inspire Practice Group members to take on new challenges, and push the boundaries of individual comfort zones.  Coach and help ...
	D. Ensure lawyers’ personal business plans support and complement Practice Group goals.
	E. Monitor the implementation of personal business plans by all lawyers in the Practice Group.
	F. Lead and assign responsibilities for research and development to identify new clients, industries, markets, and new practice offerings; and proactively identify expanded current/future client needs based on the impact of R&D trends.
	G. Work with firm management and recruitment staff to identify short- and long-term staffing needs to build the practice group's expertise based on the Practice Group’s business plan.
	H. Develop and administer the Practice Group’s annual budget.

	Business Development
	A. Supervise all business development and marketing activities of Practice Group.
	B. Participate actively in efforts to enhance internal knowledge of capabilities.
	C. With assistance from marketing staff, oversee the development of a coordinated, client-targeted marketing and business development plan for the Practice Group that will also emphasize cross-selling lawyers in other groups.  Identify and encourage t...

	Client Services and Satisfaction
	A. Participate in efforts to educate clients about the Firm’s expertise.
	B. Supervise Practice Group’s participation in client surveys/interviews.
	C. Interface with clients regularly to ensure they receive quality services and understand their businesses and needs better.
	Compensation
	A. Provide significant input regarding compensation of Practice Group members.
	B. Approve personal plans for lawyers in the Practice Group and ensure that individual member plans support the Practice Group’s economic, strategic, and marketing goals.
	C. Evaluate lawyer performance quarterly to ensure they are meeting plan goals.
	D. Participate in post-compensation interviews with each lawyer in the Practice Group member.


	Lawyer Motivation and Morale
	A. Create a positive work environment encouraging teamwork and integration among Practice Group members.
	B. Understand the personal motivators of all Practice Group members.
	C. Meet with each Practice Group member not less than monthly.
	D. Monitor the morale of all Practice Group members and watch for changes.
	E. Be a role model for teamwork.

	Professional Development
	Training and Development of Expertise
	A. Encourage, monitor, and support all professionals' ongoing professional development and training (including performance evaluations).
	B. Develop, in conjunction with other practice groups where appropriate and professional staff, experience tracks/checklists, training lists, and create in-house training programs to enhance necessary skill sets of associates and partners, e.g., subst...
	C. Based on personal development plans and performance evaluations, assess each attorney’s development and determine appropriate individual training and mentoring needs.
	D. Develop and maintain expertise chart and guidelines for specialization.
	E. Develop and manage mentor relationships.

	Recruiting
	A. Provide input to firm management on future lawyer and paralegal needs.
	B. Participate in recruiting both new lawyers and laterals and make hiring recommendations to firm management.

	Performance Evaluations
	A. Participate in the evaluation/compensation process:
	i. Participate in the pre- and post-compensation setting for partners, including partner feedback sessions.
	ii. Ensure associates, paralegals, and summer associates receive proper supervision and feedback.
	iii. Participate in annual performance review interviews of Practice Group’s associates and paralegals.
	iv. Make recommendations to firm management regarding associates who should be elevated to either income or equity partner status.



	Workload Management/Lawyer Utilization
	A. Maintain workload reports and project /matter lists and allocate workloads appropriately, considering expertise, experience, and client needs.
	B. Monitor and maintain target assignments and workloads of all professionals in the Practice Group.
	C. Ensure work assignments are equitable and designed to meet firm and client D&I goals.
	D. Ensure work is performed economically and delegated to the lawyer with the appropriate level of expertise.
	E. Cooperate with other Practice Group Leaders in reallocating legal staff to meet surges and shortfalls in workload.
	F. Work with supervising partners, particularly those with difficulty with supervision or delegation.
	G. Ensure communication, including early assignment and continuous feedback/guidance to all professionals.

	Client Intake/Work Acceptance
	A. Develop and enforce the Practice Group's client and matter intake standards consistent with Firm guidelines.
	i. Set guidelines, review and approve intake, and work staffing decisions.
	ii. Approve all new matters within the Practice Group.

	B. Develop/approve alternative pricing arrangements.
	Quality Control
	A. Develop and administer quality control (client service, practice management, and other Firm) standards.
	B. Ensure Practice Group members meet Group and Firm standards
	C. Ensure the training program supports quality control standards.
	D. Ensure appropriate handling of client work.
	E. Ensure sufficient communication with clients.
	F. Respond to client complaints or concerns.
	G. Investigate potential malpractice situations.

	Financial Management
	Accountability
	A. Assume full responsibility for the profitability of the Practice Group’s practice, matters, and clients.  This includes preparing an annual budget, reviewing the Practice Group’s monthly financial performance against the budget, working with the Pr...
	B. Understand that performance affects compensation for the job as PGL.
	C. Be willing to be accountable.

	Economic Goals, Expense Controls, and Budgets
	A. Monitor Practice Group economics, establishing procedures for efficient allocation of resources.
	B. Develop and administer the Practice Group’s annual budget.
	C. Ensure that Practice Group members meet budgetary requirements, including billable and non-billable hours.
	D. Monitor and enforce timekeeping and billing practices. Track and improve the performance of each member of the Practice Group in productivity, rate maximization, revenue growth, and profitability.
	E. Work with partners with client or matter profitability issues.
	F. Provide firm management with data, information, and input to set billing rates.
	G. Determine, with the assistance of the Firm’s financial resources, the viability/profitability of requests for accommodations or alternative billing/pricing arrangements.

	Productivity Issues
	A. Monitor and, where necessary, counsel partners and associates having productivity issues.
	B. Recommend how lawyers might retool and redirect their practice to Department Leader.


	Knowledge Management and Technology
	A. Oversee development and maintenance of knowledge management system.
	B. Implement processes to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the practice.
	C. Ensure training of new legal personnel in firm use of technology and monitor the attendance of all professionals at new training programs to enhance the use of technology.
	D. Oversee the use of technology and new types of applications.
	Example 2: Practice Leader Responsibilities
	How Much is it Really?

	Engagement Research Findings
	Measures to Reduce Unwanted Attrition
	Measure what matters.
	Provide paths to progression.
	Provide work at the highest level.
	Make others feel valued.
	Engender trust through action.
	Support healthy behaviors.

	Final Thoughts

	Appendix 7: Is There Any Benefit of a “Free Market” System?
	Centralize Workload Management or Work Allocation
	Free Market Comes with Negatives
	AmLaw 200 Firms Lead the Way
	Final Thoughts

	Appendix 8: Practice Group Leader Checklist
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	Background Information and Job Descriptions
	Profitability/Financial Management
	Firm Planning
	JOB SUMMARY
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	MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
	Knowledge/Skills/Abilities:

	Appendix 10: Recommended Reading for Practice Leaders
	Smart Collaboration: How Professionals and Their Firms Succeed by Breaking Down Silos
	The Leadership Challenge: How to Make Extraordinary Things Happen in Organizations by James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner (6th Edition)



